1. Introduction

Owing to oil price fluctuations, environmental protocols, and the significant growth in applying energy produced from non-fossil fuel sources, it is encouraging for the energy sector to focus the attention on the power generation from renewable-based power plants. On the other hand, saving energy and reducing fossil fuels consumption for high-consuming processes, such as coal-powered gasification processes, drives the attention to apply alternative sources for generating steam and energy with a strong insight on mechanistic physical and chemical aspects, in order to optimize power and chemical plants operation.

Biomass gasification could provide a suitable way to produce syngas in a greener fashion, preserving a comparable efficiency with respect to traditional coal supplied gasifiers. Therefore, the focus on biomass is going to be concentrated intensively as a renewable source more than coal, and interests are driven towards sustainable bio-products for future, such as bio-methanol.

Several modeling and experimental studies focus the attention on biomass gasification to assess and evaluate the sensitivity of operating parameters on the efficiency of the process. [18] reported a lab-scale fixed bed reactor of steam biomass gasification considering the effect of particle size at different temperature above 700 °C. Results show that the efficiency of the gasification as well as the yield of hydrogen are increased by decreasing the particle size, consequently the content of char and tar decreases [18]. In the other interesting experimental study, [19] have reported the effect of air-steam gasification in a fluidized bed. They considered a series of operating parameters such as the ratio of steam to biomass (SBR),
equivalent ratio (ER), among the others, in different reactor temperatures, and they showed the direct effect of higher temperatures on higher hydrogen yield and the inverse effect on LHV [19]. [8,21] presented a very comprehensive work on the characteristic effect of the different biomass types on combustion [21]. Perez et al. studied the effect of operating and design parameters, especially the ge-ometry of the reactor, on the performance of the gasification/combustion of biomass in downdraft reactors [23]. The effect of air inlet temperature and oxygen concentration is analyzed by Ref. [30] as the gasifying agent in the updraft reactor [30].

The main objective of this work is to investigate the effect of different operating conditions and to design a new configuration of reactor for low-temperature gasification to achieve a compa-rable efficiency with respect to high-temperature gasification, looking for optimizing the molar ratio of H2/CO in produced gas. The advantage of this route relies on the possibility to use low-temperature steam derived from a renewable source of en-ergy (CSP plant), and simultaneously, preserving the calorific value of the process by manipulating the different effective operating parameters. Concentrated Solar Power plants are pro-posed in this work as an appropriate alternative to replace fossil fuels in providing low-temperature steam, fulfilling environ-mental and economic issues. According to the authors’ knowl-edge, studies taking into account this aspect of study for low-temperature steam driven solar power plant biomass gasifica-tion for 2nd generation biofuels have not been published in the literature so far.

2. Steam and power generation

Steam is a critical energy vector and it is essential for all in-dustrial processes for heating utilities, driving the equipment and powering the processes. Moreover, the dependency of the chemical industries from steam is inevitable and, therefore, it is promising to provide alternative clean productions of it. All conventional pro cesses such as gas turbine combined cycle (CC), integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC), pressurized fluidized bed combustion (PFBC) are fuel-based steam/power generation pro cesses (see also [9,14]).

Nowadays, coal and natural gas are the main fuels to produce steam and power. Environmentally speaking, reducing the carbon footprint from the chemical plants requires the extensive attempts in reducing the energy requirement, and reducing the carbon emissions associated with the remaining energy is required [7,15,16]. In addition, changing the processes to one involving less energy-intensive chemistry route or less energy-intensive unit operations is the approach to reduce the consumption of energy by chemical industries. Moreover, changing the process to alter the relative requirements for thermal energy is the other approach for energy reducing purposes [32]. Following these approaches, replacing fuel-based power plants to renewable and clean source of energy could bring the beneficial challenging in comparison with the traditional ways of steam generation processes. In this work, it has been utilized the steam generated from a pre-designated concentrated solar power plant [33]. The process is accomplished based on storing the heated working fluid via solar collector field (Thermal Energy Storage, TES), and therefore, generating power. More details on solar plants and a comprehensive review on CSP technologies could be found in the work of [31].

3. Low-temperature biomass gasification

Bio-mass gasification is the thermo-chemical conversion of organic waste feedstock in a reduced oxygen medium (partial oxidization); while the combustion takes place completely in the presence of stoichiometric oxygen. The common operating tem perature for gasification is rather high, commonly varies from 750 °C to 1000 °C, depending on the type of feedstock and oper-at ing conditions. The resulting product is syngas, mainly composed by carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, methane, and solid residues are the by-products (ashes and unconverted biomass). A relevant interest towards biomass gasification produced a huge number of scientific works and perspectives, which are nicely reviewed in the publication by Ref. [27]. Although the gasification is conceptually a high-temperature process, it might be operate at lower temperatures with adapting the effective parameters, oper ation conditions and alternative design options in the configuration of the reactor. The main concern of this activity is to investigate and apply the low-temperature steam (~410 °C) generated from the pre-designed solar power plant, which is integrated to the biomass gasification process and drives it efficiently (Fig. 1). According to the authors’ knowledge, studies taking into account this aspect of study for low-temperature steam driven solar power plant biomass gasification for 2nd biofuels have not been published in the literature so far.

In order to provide the consistent and effective operation, the process is controlled by thermochemical heat of reaction along with related key parameters. Due to the applications of the product syngas, which could be used as a fuel, or to produce chemicals, it is crucial to keep high the yield of hydrogen and carbon monoxide, thus reducing the amount of unconverted solid residue. In addition, when the final goal is the synthesis of chemicals, such as methanol or dimethyl ether, it would be appropriate to keep controlled the molar ratio of H2/CO close to the value of two for methanol syn thesis. In order to demonstrate the process feasibility of low temperature steam biomass gasification, it is necessary to understand and unveil the chemistry involved in the process, in order to design an effective solar-powered gasifier. Fig. 2 shows the schem atic of the gasifier, underlining the multi-scale nature of the process. The process is modeled starting from the description of the chemical evolution of biomass particles, which are discretized into concentric shells. Solid particles interact with the surrounding gas phase, which is considered as perfectly mixed. Several gas—solid elemental layers could be then interconnected in a cascade to reproduce the updraft gasifier at the reactor scale.

In the detailed chemical description, the process occurs in the three main stages. Drying happens around 100 °C, releasing water vapor from the surface and inner pores of the solid fuels. In this stage, some organic and inorganic compounds of fuel are released. Pyrolysis, which is observed by increasing the temperature, is a transient step to promote the destructuring of the solid fuel, origin at ing new chemical species. Three main products derives from this stage and are usually classified in light gases, tars and char. The gasification and combustion stage, which includes the main gas—solid reactions, occurs between the solid fuel (char) and the chemical species in the surrounding atmosphere. The gaseous species include these released during drying and pyrolysis. Moreover, hot ashes and unconverted char are responsible for the heating of the oxidizing gas fed from the bottom. In comparison, combustion process requires the use of stoichiometric oxygen, which might produce H2O, CO2, related to the fuel compositions.
Though the gasification by the use of steam or oxygen as reactant originate a more complex mixture, including CO, H₂, CO₂, CH₄, H₂O [1,2]. Controlling the process by the relevant operating conditions and parameters is going to be discussed in next section. Therefore, by supporting steam from a sustainable process (CSP plant), the gasification process would be independent of the co-fuel powered process (natural gas or coal). The two critical steps for a better understanding of biomass thermochemical conversion are the development of mechanistic models capable of describing transport phenomena and reaction kinetics together with the integration of these models at the process scale to approach novel process solutions. For the former step, detailed chemical mechanisms are needed both for biomass pyrolysis and for the successive gas phase reactions, since they are still unavailable even for major products released such as levoglucosan, hydroxymethylfurfural, and phenolic species [26]. Chemical mechanisms need to be integrated into particle models accounting for transport phenomena, which are critical in predicting global reactor performance. Developing these models is challenging because of the biomass complexity as well as the multi-phase and multi-scale nature of the

![Fig. 1. The integrated biomass gasification with CSP plant.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Comprehensive schematic of gasification and interaction of solid–gas phase in each layer.](image2)
conversion process [20]. For the latter step, the pre-designed two-tank direct thermal energy storage of CSP plant is linked to the gasification process.

4. Results and discussion

In order to re-design the gasifier coupled with the low-temperature solar driven steam, a sensitivity analysis is per-formed on the key operative parameters, which are the humidity of the feedstock, the size of the solid particles, the equivalent ratio, the steam to biomass ratio, and the residence time by changing reactor volume or inlet flowrates. Due to this, the comprehensive modeling package for the solution of multi-scale problems involving gas and solid interactions, so-called GASDS (Gas And Solid Dynamic Simulator [26], has been used to model and simulate the gasification process. The package includes the above-mentioned kinetic schemes as well as particle and reactor models. GASDS is able to solve the mass and energy balances accounting for reaction kinetics along with transport phenomena, by estimating the transport properties considering the morphological changes occurring during the pyrolysis and gasification process. Moreover, the model is capable to predict the solid and gas phase temperature profiles, product solid and gas phase compositions, amount of residual char, and so on. Modeling details are provided in Appendix A.

4.1. Gasifier configuration

The design and type of the gasifier depends on the quality and quantity of the feedstock, the position of the entrance of solid feedstock and throughputs leaving out the gasifier. Generally, the oxidizing agents are air/oxygen, steam and CO₂ to accomplish the gasification. Fixed bed reactor is the most applicable configuration for the biomass gasification, and it is classified into three main categories: downdraft (co-current), updraft (counter-current), and crossdraft (cross-current) [13]. The significant parameter to select the configuration of gasifier in fixed bed reactor is mentioned to determine the adaptive gasifier (Table 1). Counter-current configuration is the classical design for gasifiers. Typically, in the updraft reactor, the biomass is fed in at the top of the reactor and moves downwards because of its conversion and the removal of ashes through a grate at the bottom of the reactor [22]. It is more widespread owing to its configuration and the lower temperatures of the leaving gas from the top of the gasifier, and, as a results, higher efficiency of the produced gases, less sensitivity to the moisture content (up to 25%), and size of the particle [3]. The gasification agent enters at the bottom below the grate and diffuses up through the bed of biomass and char; the flue gas leaves at the top of reactor. The agent enters from the bottom in direct contact with hot ash in the bottom and un-converted char dropping down. Therefore, the exceeded temperature of wall in the bottom increases the ignition temperature of carbon, while, in downdraft reactor, the direction of contact be-tween solid and gas is towards down (co-current). Consequently, the reaction regions inside the reactor are different from of the updraft ones. In addition, the temperature regime displays inverse performance, where the hot gas moves downwards over the remaining hot char and it causes the tar free low energy content gases [2]. Heat necessary to carry on endothermic pyrolysis and gasification reactions could be provided by the heat of char combustion, thus enhancing the rate of reactions as a catalyst. The major advantages of this type of gasifier are its simplicity in design, high degree of controllability, high charcoal burn-out and internal heat exchange leading to low gas exit temperatures and high gasification efficiencies. Due to the internal heat exchange structure, the fuel is dried at the top of the gasifier and therefore fuels with high moisture content can be used (up to 50% wt.) [14].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>The general comparative conditions in different fixed bed gasifiers [13].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gasifier</td>
<td>Updraft (Counter-current)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of the particle (mm)</td>
<td>Up to 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content of moisture (%)</td>
<td>&lt;25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ash content (%)</td>
<td>&lt;6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. The operating condition for low-temperature steam biomass gasification (solar driven steam at 683 K – 410 °C).
Table 2
Compositions of the two modeled biomass feedstock.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component (%) wt.</th>
<th>Cellulose</th>
<th>Hemicellulose</th>
<th>Lignin C</th>
<th>Lignin H</th>
<th>Lignin O</th>
<th>Ash</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cellulose-based biomass</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lignobiomass</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Sensitivity analysis on operating conditions

This overall process is modeled according to the following primary operating and characteristic conditions (base case) (Fig. 3). The successive changes on parameters would occur moving from the under discussed operating conditions. A common lignocellulosic biomass has been adopted with a cellulose amount of 40 wt. % and 2 wt. % of ashes. The elemental analysis of the biomass feedstock is presented in Fig. 3, based on C, H and O content.

4.2.1. The effect of biomass composition

Although the chemistry of biomass gasification is complex, it needs to specify some adequate and comprehensive kinetics to understand the process. Due to this, it is essential to identify and characterize the key components of biomass. A simplified description of biomass composition is usually given in terms of proximate analysis (moisture, ash, fixed carbon, and volatile matters), elemental analysis (C, H, S, N, and O), or biochemical analysis (cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin, together with extractives, in either water and ethanol or toluene) [10]. With the biochemical analysis, the composition of biomass might be indicated directly in terms of cellulose, hemicelluloses, lignin, moisture, and either ash content. Although, biomass is benefited from the high content of oxygen in its structure and it does need less oxygen to add for gasification process, it should be noticed that this feature causes a relatively low caloric value of gasification in comparison with gasification of coal [24]. As it was discussed earlier, the three main component of biomass are well known in general as cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. Lignin is a highly cross-linked polymer of methoxy- and phenoxy-sunstituted phenyl propane units. Cellulose is a complex polymer of glucose while different sugar units compose hemicellulose. Lignin generally has lower oxygen and higher carbon compared to those two others. In this section, it has been tried to discover the sensitivity of syngas quality on the composition of the biomass feedstock. In order to this, the gasification of two general kind of biomass has been simulated, as it is shown in Table 2. The first one is called cellulose-base biomass and it is the common lignocellulosic biomass, with a content of cellulose dominant and higher than the other two constitutes (i.e. lignin and hemicellulose). The other type of biomass, titled lignin base biomass, is a biomass rich in lignin. It is worth to mention that this kind of lignobiomass could derive from 2nd generation bio-refineries as a by-product. Primary conversion processes (generally pre-treatment and hydrolysis) are able to break down virgin biomass into cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. After this separation, C₅ and C₆ sugars are usually subjected to fermentation and/or solid-catalyzed processes, while lignin represents a by-product that can be interestingly converted to syngas.

Regarding to biomass type, it is demonstrated that if the biomass has higher content of lignin (lignin base biomass), it results in higher values of the H₂/CO molar ratio in comparison with the cellulose-based biomass. It is proven by the higher content of carbon in lignin base biomass, which gives a higher ratio of hydrogen to CO, as the behavior of coal based feedstock (Figs. 4 and 5).

4.2.2. The effect of moisture content

The moisture in the structure of the fuel has undesirable effects on gasification process. Since higher amounts of moisture in solid
fuels absorb energy and result in decreasing the temperature of gasification, which causes a less efficient process. Biomass has high moisture contents in its structure in addition to other components. Therefore, it is necessary to reasonably decrease the content of water, especially in the case of low-temperature gasification. Thus, the pretreatment process is required to dry the feedstock before feeding it into the gasifier. Although, drying is an energy-intensive pretreatment process, it provides considerably benefits for combustion and gasification compared to the initial raw state such as increased boiler efficiency, lower fuel gas emissions, and improved operations in utilities [11,17]. The content of water in feedstock could affect the efficiency of the process and decrease the yield of produced syngas. Therefore, it needs to be pretreated and dried before applying as feedstock. As it could be seen from the molar ratio of H2/CO, the complete drying process is not necessary as contents of moisture less than 10% provide the same efficiency (Fig. 6b). Therefore, a moderate humidity around 7% is sufficient for an acceptable process, as it is applied in this work. Besides, the higher content of moisture in feedstock might provide the incomplete combustion and cause the less efficiency in the process. To compensate the energy consumed in the process, it would be useful to integrate the heat for drying with other units.

Different amounts of moisture spanning from 5 to 15% (Fig. 5a) show that at higher amount of humidity, the yield of the flue gases decrease sharply. Therefore, drying as pretreatment process for biomass is important especially in low-temperature gasification where the yield of syngas is strongly sensitive to the operative parameters.

4.2.3. The effect of particle size

It has been tried to investigate and predict the effect of the size of biomass particles on H2/CO molar ratio. In order to this, two different sizes, lower than 1 cm (5 mm) and higher (2 cm), have been selected for general conclusions (Fig. 6).

The smaller size of the particle is under control of kinetics, while heat and mass transfer limitations on the surface of the particle affect the larger size. In other words, by growing the size of particles, the heat transfer resistance in the radial direction of the particle increases, and therefore, the temperature of inner sectors are not high enough to complete the pyrolysis and the gasification reactions, and hence, fewer yields of hydrogen and the other species are observed (Fig. 7a). The molar ratio of H2/CO is resulted 0.83 and 0.55 for 5 mm and 5 cm, respectively. In addition, the content of solid residue is reported 4.66 wt. % and 11.81 wt. % for 5 mm and 2 cm, respectively. By this, it could be resulted that although decreasing the size of particles does not significantly affect the content of the produced gas, the remarkable effect of it on efficiency and complete gasification, and the lesser amount of solid residues should be taken into account.

4.2.4. The effect of equivalent ratio

Fuel-Air Equivalence Ratio (ER) is defined as the actual fuel to oxygen ratio divided by the stoichiometric fuel to oxygen ratio [4,28], while Air-Fuel Equivalence ratio (λ) is the reciprocal of ER.

As it can be seen from Fig. 8, the trend of the final solid residue obviously decreases by increasing the temperature, due to the speed-up of kinetics (Fig. 8a). Moreover, increasing the percentage of oxygen (i.e. increasing λ or decreasing ER), the final solid residue
increasing the amount of actual oxygen, lesser content of residue is consequently, relative and gas reactions. thermochemical interactions are sensitive as the lower temperature. As a result, by increasing the residence time inside the gasifier, the efficiency of the process and the molar ratio $H_2/CO$ increases. Indeed, this increased value is higher for the high-temperature operation than of for lower-temperature operating conditions. As the desired temperature for this activity is around 700 K, it is found an average ratio around 0.8 (Fig. 9b).

4.3. Redesigning the low-temperature gasifier with economic evaluation

Decreasing solid residue as a benchmark of efficiency in low-temperature gasification motivates the concept of re-designing the solar driven gasifier, operating in the range of temperatures between 683 K and 700 K, at similar operating conditions. Two different cases are selected for decreasing the content of final residue by varying the amount of oxygen supported to the gasifier in the first case, and increasing the height (volume) of the reactor in the second case. As it is obvious, by increasing the amount of oxygen in the plant, as it has been discussed in above-sections, the efficiency of the gasification is increased (CASE A). In addition, providing more residence time for biomass particles by increasing the volume of the gasifier with identical operating conditions (such as the flowrate of feedstock), would meet the efficiency of the gasification process (CASE B). In order to this, we tried to model both situation with considering the economic evaluation for each proposed case, and therefore, the proper decision making to re-design the low-temperature gasifier with respect to the discussed

---

**Fig. 7.** a) The temperature profile of gas phase, and b) the composition of produced gases in two different sizes of particle.

**Fig. 8.** The effect of ER on lower-temperature gasification (SBR = 1.2): a) effect on final solid residue [wt. %], and b) effect on $H_2/CO$ molar ratio.
a larger gasifier to the plant. This result highlights the importance of carefully designing the gasifier instead of changing the operative parameters to increase the efficiency of the process and meet the desired requirements.

5. Conclusions

A low-temperature steam generated by concentrated solar power plant is coupled to biomass gasification. The study is targeted to investigate and demonstrate the efficiency of low-temperature biomass gasification. Due to this, the effective operating and pretreatment parameters are considered along with their effect on H₂/CO molar ratio and composition of syngas. In addition, the work operating conditions. Due to this, the performance of these cases is evaluated for 1 wt. % decreasing in amount of solid residue.

As it is obvious from Fig. 10, by increasing the height of gasifier, that it means increasing the residence time for the identical flow-rate of feedstock, the efficiency of the process is higher in comparison with the lower height of reactor. This decreased amount of residue (−1 wt. %) occurs at 2 m promoting the height. However, in CASE B, this happens for 0.288-increased amount of oxygen (Nm³/s) in comparison with base operating condition. The feedstock flowrate is kept constant at 47,000 kg/h for both cases.

The calculated capital costs and cost of oxygen are presented in Table 3. It is obviously observed that the cost for supplying the extra oxygen to the plant is yearly 13.7 times the capital cost of replacing the gasifier.

![Fig. 9. The effect of residence time on lower-temperature gasification: a) effect on residue in production, and b) effect on H₂/CO ratio.](image)

![Fig. 10. Decision making to Re-design the low-temperature gasification process a) increased height of reactor, and, c) increased oxygen injected.](image)

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Oxygen cost ($/mol)</th>
<th>Gasifier cost ($/m³)</th>
<th>Reference cost estimation Eq.</th>
<th>Cost per 1 wt. % decreased residue ($/year)</th>
<th>Reference year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case A</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>616,999</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case B</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>15000</td>
<td>$^{b}$C₂=C₁(S₁/S₂)$^{0.6}$</td>
<td>44,862.5</td>
<td>2004$^a$ [29]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ The cost is correlated according to “cost (year 2012) = cost (year 2004). (C12010/C12004)$.

$^b$ $S_1$ and $S_2$ are the size of equipment, $C_1$ and $C_2$ are the rapid capital costs [29].
shows which is the best way to increase the efficiency of the process. The re-designing of the gasifier (in order to change the residence time) was compared with the increasing of the oxygen injected to the reactor, and, according to the cost analysis, it results that oper-atonal investment for increasing of the oxygen flow rate is 13.7 times more than re-designing the gasifier (installation investment).

Appendix A. GASDS: a multi-scale, multi-phase dynamic simulator

Intra- and inter-phase heat and mass transfer phenomena need to be considered and coupled with the kinetics when modeling reactors treating thick particles. According to prior works [26], a convenient way to present the mass and energy balance equations is to distinguish the particle and the reactor scale as implemented in the GASDS tool. Soon an evolution of this tool, the FLOGA Suite, will be also available at the website super.chem.polimi.it.

A.1. The particle scale

The particle model should be able to predict temperature profiles and species distribution as a function of time. This model requires not only reaction kinetics, but also reliable rules for estimating transport properties to account for morphological changes during the pyrolysis process. Biomass particles shrink by as much as 50% during their conversion. Heat transfer must account for variable transport properties during the pyrolysis process: namely, in virgin biomass, dry and reacting biomass, and the re-sidual char.

The intra-particle mass and heat transfer resistances are characterized by assuming an isotropic sphere. The particle is discretized into several sectors to characterize temperature and concentration profiles as well as the dynamic behavior of the particle under different regimes (pyrolysis, gasification and combustion). The gradients of temperature and volatile species inside the particle are evaluated by means of the energy and continuity equations, respectively. N sectors are assumed to discretize the particle. The mass balance of the solid phase is:

\[
\frac{dm_{ji}}{dt} = V_{j}R_{j, i} \tag{1}
\]

where \(m_{ji}\) is the mass of the \(i\)th solid component; \(V_{j}\) is the volume of the \(j\)th sector; \(R_{j, i}\) is the net formation rate of the \(i\)th component resulting from the multi-step devolatilization model and from the heterogeneous gas–solid reactions in the \(j\)th sector; finally, \(t\) is the time variable.

The mass balance of the gas phase is:

\[
\frac{dm_{ji}}{dt} = J_{j-1, i}S_{j-1} - J_{j}S_{j} + V_{j}R_{j, i} \tag{2}
\]

where \(m_{ji}\) is the mass of the \(i\)th volatile species within the \(j\)th sector; \(S_{j}\) is the external surface of the \(j\)th sector; and \(J_{j}\) are the total fluxes generated by diffusion and pressure gradients.

The energy balance is:

\[
\frac{d \sum_{i=1}^{NCP} m_{ji}h_{ji}}{dt} = JC_{j-1}S_{j-1} - JC_{j}S_{j} + \sum_{i=1}^{NCG} J_{j-1, i}h_{j-1, i} - \sum_{i=1}^{NCG} J_{j}h_{ji} + V_{j}HR_{j} \tag{3}
\]

where \(h_{ji} = c_{ji}T_{j}\) is the component partial enthalpy; \(T_{j}\) is the temperature of the \(j\)th sector. The term \(JC\) accounts for the heat conduction; the term \(V \cdot HR\) accounts for the total reaction heat; NCP is the total number of components; and NCP is the number of gas components.

Mass exchange between adjacent sectors is only allowed for the volatile species, whereas solid compounds are constrained to remain inside the sector. The density profile inside the particle is evaluated as the sum of the all the densities of different species \(m_{ji}\) present in each sector. Similarly, the shrinking and porosity of each sector are calculated. Mass and heat fluxes within the particle follow the constitutive Fick, Fourier, and Darcy laws:

\[
J_{j} = -D_{ji}^{\text{eff}} MW_{i} \left( \frac{dc_{ji}}{dt} \right)_{i} - \frac{D_{ji} \frac{dP_{j}}{dt}}{\mu_{j}^{2} \rho_{j}^{2}} c_{ji} MW_{i} \tag{4}
\]

where \(D_{ji}^{\text{eff}}\) is the effective diffusion coefficient of the \(i\)th component inside the \(j\)th sector; \(MW_{i}\) and \(c_{ji}\) are the molecular weight and the concentration; \(\mu_{j}\) is the radius; \(D_{ji}\) is the Darcy coefficient of the solid; \(\mu\) is the viscosity of the gas phase; \(P\) is the pressure.

\[
JC_{j} = -k_{ji}^{\text{eff}} C_{j} \left( \frac{dT_{j}}{dt} \right)_{j} \tag{5}
\]

where \(k_{ji}^{\text{eff}}\) is the effective conduction coefficient inside the \(j\)th sector.

The boundary conditions at the gas–solid interface become:

\[
J_{N,i} = k_{\text{ext}} MW_{i} \left( c_{N,i} - c_{\text{bulk}} \right) + \frac{D_{N,i} \frac{dP_{i}}{dt}}{\rho_{N} \rho_{i}^{2}} c_{N,i} MW_{i} \tag{6}
\]

\[
JC_{N} = h_{\text{ext}} \left( T_{N} - T_{\text{bulk}} \right) + J_{R,N} + \sum_{i=1}^{NCG} J_{N,i} \tag{7}
\]

where \(k_{\text{ext}}\) and \(h_{\text{ext}}\) are the convective transfer coefficients [34] and \(J_{R,N}\) is the net radiation heat.

A.2. Reactor scale

While the mathematical model of fluidized bed or entrained bed reactors can directly refer to the previous particle model, the modeling of fixed bed reactors takes advantage from the definition of an elemental reactor layer describing the gas–solid interactions. The solid bed is then simulated as a series of NR elemental layers, as reported in Fig. 2. The height of each layer is of the same order of the size of the biomass particle, accounting for the vertical dispersion phenomena. The complete mixing inside the layer both for the gas and solid phase is assumed. In fact, the mixing of the main gas flow is further increased because of the energy provided by the volatile species released from the particles during the biomass pyrolysis.

The gas phase mass balance equations for each elemental reactor are:

\[
\frac{dg_{i}}{dt} = G_{\text{in}, i} - G_{\text{out}, i} + J_{N,i}S_{N,i} + V_{R,i}R_{g,i} \tag{8}
\]

where \(g_{i}\) is the mass of the \(i\)th species within the reactor volume \(V_{k}\); \(G_{\text{in}, i}\) and \(G_{\text{out}, i}\) are the inlet and outlet flowrate; \(R_{g,i}\) is the net formation from gas-phase reactions; the term \(J_{N,i}\) is the gas–solid mass exchange multiplied by the particle surface \(S_{N,i}\) and the number \(n\) of particles inside the layer.

The gas-phase energy balance equation for each elemental reactor is:
\[
\frac{d \sum_{i=1}^{\text{NCG}} h_{i} \tau_{i}}{dt} = \sum_{i=1}^{\text{NCG}} C_{\text{in},i} h_{i} \tau_{i,n} - \sum_{i=1}^{\text{NCG}} C_{\text{out},i} h_{i} \tau_{i} + \sum_{i=1}^{\text{NCG}} h_{i} \tau_{i,N} S_{\eta} + \epsilon_{\text{h}} \eta(T_{\text{h}} - T^{\text{bulk}}) S_{\eta} + V_{\text{h}} \eta R_{E}\tau_{\text{g}}
\]

where \( h_{i} \tau_{i} = c_{P} T^{\text{bulk}} \); \( T^{\text{bulk}} \) is the gas phase temperature; the terms \( G \cdot h_{i} \tau_{i} \) are the enthalpies of inlet and outlet flowrates; the term \( J \cdot h \) is the enthalpy flux relating to the mass transfer of a single particle; finally \( R_{E} \eta \) is the overall heat of gas phase reactions.

As a matter of simplicity, the reactor index (from 1 to \( \text{NR} \)) is not reported in the balance equations (8) and (9). Fig. 2 highlights the interactions between adjacent reactor layers, while further boundary conditions and closure equations are needed to characterize different reactor configurations. Numerical methods and the structure of the Jacobian matrix are discussed in Ref. [26] and in Ref. [5].
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